
Building Products Distribution
Accelerating Towards a Digital Future

5 November 2020
These materials are intended to supplement a discussion with L.E.K. Consulting. These perspectives will, therefore, only be meaningful to those in attendance. The contents of the materials are 
confidential and subject to obligations of non-disclosure. Your attention is drawn to the full disclaimer contained in this document.
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Introducing your presenters

Tom Diplock
Partner

Jeremy Wheatland
Partner

Phillip McCreanor
Managing Director

• Partner in L.E.K.’s. 
London office

• Focuses on building & 
construction, and 
industrial digital

• Leads L.E.K.’s 
European data & 
analytics practice

• Global Co-Head of 
L.E.K.’s Industrials 
Practice

• Works across the 
building & construction 
value chain

• Head of Lincoln’s 
European Industrials 
Practice

• Has a long history of 
advising in the building 
products and services 
sectors

• Leads Lincoln’s 
operations in the U.K. 
and Nordic region
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Key themes for today’s session

How have building 
products 

distributors 
performed since 

lockdown?

What will help 
them succeed?

What are the 
opportunities 

and threats they 
face from the 

rise of digital?
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Different types of building products distributors

Notes: The companies have been grouped based on the most appropriate classification for the majority of their product range, but some sector 
overlap does exist
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Majors

Multi-regional players

Large independents 

Local independents

Ownership Listed

Coverage Nationwide network with extensive 
delivery capabilities

Customer base Developers, tradesmen, contractors, 
DIY customers

Revenue range >£1,000m

Ownership Independent, family-owned, PE

Coverage Multi-regional coverage with large 
branch network and delivery capabilities

Customer base Medium / small developers, local 
tradesmen, DIY customers

Revenue range £250m - £1,000m

Ownership Independent, family-owned, PE

Coverage Local coverage with limited branch 
network and delivery capabilities 

Customer base Generally local tradesmen / contractors

Revenue range £50m - £250m

Ownership Independent, family-owned

Coverage Limited coverage with between one and 
five branches. Limited delivery 

Customer base Generally local tradesmen / contractors

Revenue range <£50m

Building products distributors’ market structure 
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Grafton Group Travis Perkins

31 July 2020

• “[In the six months to 31 July 2020] 
e-commerce sales accounted for 
19% (7%) of Group sales […]. E-
commerce sales […] excluding 
Screwfix was 8% (3%) on average 
[in the same period]. Group e-
commerce sales grew by 164% and 
by 173% excluding Screwfix.”

• “Click & collect sales, our largest and 
fastest growing channel at a Group 
level, grew by 243% [in the same 
period], accounting for 79% of Group 
e-commerce sales (66% excluding 
Screwfix).” 

• “Screwfix, having operated on a 
100% online basis since late March 
2020, reopened its stores for in-store 
purchasing in late July.”

30 June 2020

• “[…] based on current trends the 
Group should deliver a similar level 
of adjusted operating profit in the 
second half to the comparable 
period last year." 

• “Selco […] benefitted from the 
marked post-lockdown recovery in 
the residential RMI market.

• “Selco strengthened its digital 
capability with a major upgrade to its 
website in February of this year. […] 
Online click & deliver and click & 
collect accounted for 18% of 
revenue in May. […] Digital 
contributed 12 % of revenue in June 
as customers availed themselves of 
the self-select service option to 
make purchases.”

Kingfisher (Screwfix)

Confidence has quickly returned to the building products distribution sector

22 October 2020

• “Like-for-like sales grew by 3.9% in 
Q3 [to 30 September 2020]. […] 
There have been significant 
differences in performance across 
the Group's end markets, with 
particular strength in domestic RMI, 
manifesting as strong sales in DIY 
categories in Wickes and 
Toolstation, and good trading levels 
with local trade customers in 
Toolstation, Travis Perkins and 
P&H.”

• “Like-for-like sales growth [in the 
same period] was 25.5% at 
Toolstation and 18.3% at Retail (i.e. 
Wickes). Like-for-like sales growth 
2020 YTD is 17.3% at Toolstation 
and 0.2% at Retail.”
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Housing supply

Green Package

Government 
infrastructure spending

 £3bn of energy efficiency measures

 Continuing efforts to boost house building

- £2bn towards new Green Homes Grant for the installation of insulation 
and low carbon heat sources

- £1bn for insulation of public buildings

 HS2
- Phase One: London to Birmingham (£45bn)

 Hinkley Point
- Construction of Hinkley Point C expected to cost £22bn

 Green economy initiatives
- Investment in Teeside and Humber wind turbine infrastructure (£160m)

Government support

 From September 2020 permitted development rights have been extended that 
allow the addition of two storeys to existing houses and the demolition of 
vacant buildings and replacement with residential accommodation

- Boris Johnson: “We will focus relentlessly on boosting supply and home 
ownership [...] we’re determined to close the opportunity gap and give 
millions of young people the chance to own their own homes” 

- £4.5bn Home Building Fund
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The rise of digital has a range of implications for building product distributors

Key themes for discussion

1

Customer 
engagement

Suppliers need to use 
digital channels to 
engage effectively 
throughout the 
customer journey

3

Evolution of the 
traditional model

The purpose of 
branches and stores is 
at an inflection point, 
with order collection as 
a primary role on the 
rise

2

Responding to 
Amazon

Amazon and other 
online players are 
becoming an 
increasingly common 
channel for building 
products and 
materials
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Customer behaviours are changing, with digital adoption continuing to increase

of customers are 
performing more 
transactions through 
digital mediums

40%

regularly using a 
smartphone at work

>80%of customers have 
increased their online 
research on how to 
undertake specific jobs

25%

At least

35%
of customers have installed 
and regularly use a supplier’s 
app

Findings supported by results from L.E.K.’s UK Building Contractor Survey, completed by almost 500 UK builders, 
registered tradespeople and installers in late 2019, covering the buying process and use of digital channels.

In recent years… (past 12-36 months) Today

Building product customers are 
digitally savvy with
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The importance of online channels has been accelerated by COVID

0
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JulMar May

Web traffic for B&C retailers
(January 2019 – September 2020)
Index (base = Jan 2019)

Jan AprFeb Jun Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept

2019 2020

Online players
Regional players

National players

29th January: 
First confirmed 
Covid-19 case 

in UK

23rd March: UK 
Government 
announces 
lockdown
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There is a role for digital at all stages of the customer journey
Customer engagement1

After 
market 

services 

Order 
placement

Search and 
compare

Create 
awareness

Order 
fulfilment

Building products: Role of digital in customer journey

 Online search visibility and digital marketing strategies

 Easy access to product specifications, availability information and pricing

 Seamless and integrated online payment system, linked to agreed credit terms 
and discounts

 Real-time order tracking for delivery, short turnaround click & collect solution

 Comprehensive online self-service, rapid agent response time for issues 
requiring escalation
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Around 90% of customers use at least one digital channel when researching 
products; this reduces to 50-60% for product purchases

46 51 51
41 40

43 39

14

15 19

11 10

36
44 42

0

20

40

60

80

100

Gather product 
information

Digital only

Channel split for research and purchasing activities
Percentage of respondents

Check price Purchase 
heavy materials

Purchase tools 
and equipment

Purchase 
light materials

Both digital and offline

Offline only

Research activity Purchasing activity

Customer engagement1
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Customers are not only using merchants’ and manufacturers’ websites whilst 
researching options; use of Google and Amazon is commonplace

60

40

0

20

58

Merchant

Resources used for research:
Gather product information
Percent of respondents who use desktop/
mobile

Manu-
facturer

32

22

39

Amazon Manufacturer websiteGoogle comparison Builders merchant website

40

0

20

60

42

Manu-
facturer

Resources used for research:
Compare prices
Percent of respondents who use desktop/
mobile

Merchant

34

45

27

60

0

20

40

44

25

Resources used for research:
Check availability
Percent of respondents who use desktop/
mobile

Manu-
facturer

Merchant

16

24

1 Customer engagement
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Categories like plumbing & lighting fixtures have been first to thrive online

Low Med. High

L.E.K.’s “E-SHIP” e-commerce framework for home improvement

Lock 
sets

Tile

Lighting
fixtures

Hand tools

Online 
penetration

Very low 
penetration

Higher 
online 

penetration

Under-penetrated 
relative to potential

Disruption to 
distribution model

Painting
tools

Roofing

Doors

Pool & spa 
supplies

Flooring

Life 
safety

Home 
security

Plumbing 
fixtures

Plumbing fixtures have more online potential as 
homeowners are more involved in the purchase 
process and have unique design preferences, 

making variety increasingly important

E-SHIP Index

Paint

Shower 
doors

Although not the most shipping-friendly product, online penetration has 
significantly increased in shower doors due to wide product assortment, 

customization and inventory/display constraints for retailers

Wallboard Siding

2 Responding to Amazon
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Websites used in past year, by material purchase

Use of Amazon is already prevalent for both light and heavy building products…

0 10 20 30 40

Buildbase

B&Q

Travis Perkins

Toolstation

Amazon 
(inc. Business)

Tradepoint

Jewson

Screwfix

Wickes

Homebase

Heavy materials

0 10 20 30 40

Light materials and fit-out

0 10 20 30 40

Consumables and tools
Online 
only

National 
merchants

List price 
merchants

DIY

Percent of respondents Percent of respondentsPercent of respondents

2 Responding to Amazon
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…and is expected to increase as Amazon develops as a credible supplier

44

41

35

35

33

32

32

0 20 40 60 80 100

Delivery options /
service quality

Lower prices (post discount)

Broader product range

Presence on company
approved supplier list

Similar

Percent

Better product quality

Better product availability / 
lower lead time

Convenient purchasing
mechanism

Better Worse

24

21

25

33

36

32

0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent

Consumables
and Tools

Heavy materials

Short term
increase

Light materials

No
change

No short
term change

Rapid
increase

Expected change in usage of Amazon over the next 2 
years
Percent of respondents who have used Amazon in last 12 months

2

Amazon is viewed as highly price competitive with a 
robust selection of products 

The majority of respondents expect to increase their use of 
Amazon in the short medium term

Responding to Amazon

How Amazon purchase compares with traditional 
suppliers
Percent of respondents who have used Amazon in last 12 months
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Faster access 
to materials

Easier 
access to 
credit / 
discounts

The established benefits of traditional distributors can be enhanced by digital

Personalised 
customer 
advice

Ability to 
examine 
products

Advantages of traditional distributors Questions arising from digital transition

In what ways can digital be 
used to enhance, not replace, 
the traditional merchant 
model?

How can existing branch 
networks be leveraged?

3 Evolution of the traditional model
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 Distributed sales force for lead generation
 Branch presence and local physical marketing

Digital can provide enhancements to the traditional model along the customer 
journey

After 
market 

services 

 Physical catalogues for information and prices
 Store visits, and phone calls for product 

availability and specification   

 Dedicated online account management
 Integration with accounting software
 24/7 online chat services for support

 Order and make payments in store or via phone Order 
placement

Search 
and 

compare

Create 
awareness

 Mobile app led
 A full suite of information, e.g. prices, technical 

sheets, stock availability available digitally

 Search Engine Optimisation and Marketing 
(SEO & SEM) for lead generation

 Digital marketing e.g., email, social media

 Order and check out on mobile app, or web
 Integration with customers’ ERP systems

Order 
fulfilment

 Paper receipts handed in person or via post
 Technical support via phone

 Click & collect from nearest store or partner 
locations, delivery to home or project site location

 Live order tracking via app, web, or text

 Collect from store, delivery to home or project site 
location

 Order updates via ad-hoc phone calls

Digital 
enhancementsTraditional sales model

3 Evolution of the traditional model
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A successful digital strategy will drive value across all aspects of the business

Enhanced
functionality: 
e.g., product 
research, price 
comparison

1

Personalisation:
e.g., proposed 
products, substitute 
suggestions, 
bundled offerings

Upgraded ordering:
e.g., one-click 
checkout, recurring 
purchases

Price and discount 
discipline: 
e.g., agile price 
testing, transaction 
monitoring

2 3 4

Right-size the 
branch network 
e.g., delivery / service 
hubs, reduced 
customer outlets

5

Drive volumes by 
enhancing digital 

channels

Expand share of 
wallet through 
customisation

Reduce cost to serve 
by improving digital 

experience

Optimise pricing 
through digital 
transactions

Rethink the role 
of the branch in a 

digital world

Role of 
digital:

Strategic 
imperative:
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Characteristics of a successful distributor

 A transactional website is not on its own sufficient: a mobile app is 
also required

 The customer journey is likely to start with searching for product, 
then price and then availability

 Depending on the product purchased, the customer will want to 
arrange the time and place of collection or delivery

 A Help Desk / 24-hour online chat is desirable to support 
customers and resolve problems

Effective digital strategy

 From a sample of 62 distributors, the revenue per branch varied 
from over £25m to about £1m, depending on the business model

 Click & deliver can operate from fewer branches, especially if 
supported by a distribution centre

 Click & collect requires branches, but their function as a ‘shop 
window’ has diminished

 The value of branches is enhanced by in-store services, e.g. paint 
mixing, timber cutting

Right-sized branch network

 Potential for online account management to encourage repeat 
purchasing and increased share of wallet

 Integration with the distributor’s accounting software

 For larger customers, integration with their ERP systems

Back-end benefits of digital infrastructure

 Amazon competes with conventional distributors for the easily 
fulfilled part of the product range

 Amazon Marketplace offers small distributors an online but 
undifferentiated presence

 Established distributors with branch networks and an effective 
digital presence should be able to compete with Amazon by 
offering a wider product range and additional customer services

Strategy to deal with Amazon
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Q&A: our panellists

Tom Diplock
Partner, L.E.K. Consulting

Jeremy Wheatland
Partner, L.E.K. Consulting

Phillip McCreanor
Managing Director, 
Lincoln International

• Partner in L.E.K.’s. 
London office

• Focuses on building & 
construction, and 
industrial digital

• Leads L.E.K.’s 
European data & 
analytics practice

• Global Co-Head of 
L.E.K.’s Industrials 
Practice

• Works across the 
building & construction 
value chain

Harpreet Singh
Partner, L.E.K. Consulting

• Partner in L.E.K.’s 
London office

• Focuses on building & 
construction and 
industrial technology

• Advises clients on 
performance 
transformation and 
taking advantage of 
disruptive trends

• Head of Lincoln’s 
European Industrials 
Practice

• Has a long history of 
advising in the building 
products and services 
sectors

• Leads Lincoln’s 
operations in the U.K. 
and Nordic region
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L.E.K. Consulting delivers actionable insights that enable senior executives to 
achieve high impact results

Consumer 
Products & Services

Healthcare & 
Biopharma

Private Equity

Business & 
Technology Services

Industrial 
Products & Services

World Class Expertise Deep Sector Knowledge

Rigorous Analysis Actionable Insights

Insights 
with 

Impact
Proprietary 
methodologies

Leading edge 
analytical tools 

Evidence-based 
approach

Superior analytical 
capabilities Strategy

Marketing & 
Sales

Mergers & 
Acquisitions

Strategy 
Activation

Founded in 1983

Global operations

Industry-leading clients

Recognised thought leaders
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L.E.K.’s European Building and Construction practice – key statistics

Supported deployment of

in European building 
markets

€8.5B+ 
capital years of 

cumulative 
building sector 
experience

190+ 
Partners in Europe with 
sector experience

18+

building sector 
companies at 
CEO / Board of 
Director levels

130
Advised over

building sector 
acquisitions throughout 
Europe

>€1B 
Supported several

building sector 
engagements across 
Europe

550+
Have led 

Advisor to over 
25 corporate 
companies with 
revenues of

€1B+ 

building sector cases 
annually

40+
Capability forLong-term 

advisor to the 

Largest
corporate players in 
the building industry

Published numerous

on the building 
sector in Europe

Executive 
Insights

in the building sector
players in the building 
industry based in Europe

Global
Supported the growth 
strategy of

Advisor of choice to

of the largest leading  
construction 
companies in Europe

Five
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Lincoln International is a global, integrated and focused platform with 20+ offices 
and 500+ professionals worldwide

270+ bankers in 
Americas

190+ bankers 
in Europe

30+ bankers 
in Asia

The Lincoln Difference

Deep industry and 
product expertise and 

relationships

Globally integrated 
investment banking 

advisory firm 

Connected people 
aligned for client 

success

Strategic advice with 
thoughtful execution
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Overview of Lincoln’s Distribution group

Extensive private 
equity relationships 150+ Transactions over 

the last 5 years 

Global strategic buyer 
access

Highlights of  the Distribution Group

Differentiated sector 
expertise

Dedicated bankers 
worldwide75

Recent participants in Lincoln processes
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Disclaimer

This document is to provide information and is for illustration purposes only. 
Accordingly, it must be considered in the context and purpose for which it has been 
prepared and kept confidential.

It cannot be relied upon by any recipient. In accepting this document you agree that 
L.E.K., its affiliates, members, directors, officers, employees and agents neither owe 
nor accept any duty or responsibility or liability to you or any third party, whether in 
contract, tort (including negligence) or breach statutory duty or otherwise, howsoever 
arising, in connection with or arising from this presentation or the use you or any third 
party make of it.

L.E.K. shall not be liable to you or any third party in respect of any loss, damage or 
expense of whatsoever nature which is caused by your or any third party’s reliance or 
for any use you or any third party may choose to make of the presentation which you 
accept is at your or their own risk. 
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